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Highlights for the year include:
• The installation of a new high cope course
• The building and installation of a new leaders lean-to in Polaris, as well as removing rocks and leveling the site
• The installation of six new benches in the Maxim All Faith Chapel
• General repair and staining in the Family Camp Area as well as North Sequassen
• Installed brick patio and walkway at Alderman Building
• Renovated Cabin 2 bathroom

This year, at the Fall Major Work Party, the Burke Knife was awarded to Tom Gordon. At the Spring Major Work party, The Leary Hammer was awarded to Bob Cairns

This report tries to reflect all of the accomplishments related to the facilities at Camp Sequassen, but is in no way complete. We try to reflect not just the activities of the Maintenance Committee, but also the activities of all the groups and individuals who gave up their time and talents for the boys.

September 2009 (Major Work Party)

• Sprayed total vegetation killer to kill poison ivy in the high cope course and south Sequassen tent sites
• Built two new gates for Friendship Lodge
• Stained Family Cabins 4-7, Alling, and Sargent
• Fixed siding on Sargent rear entry door
• Fixed siding on Jerome latrine
• Cut rear wall of Trail latrine to match side walls
• Replaced door on Handicraft building
• Painted cross walks
• Built platforms for high cope course
• Repaired cub scout game in shop
• Installed brick patio at Alderman
• Split wood at Trading Post
• Roofed lean-to #2 in Ledge campsite
• Fixed doors and fascia boards on Radio Tower Building
• Cooked for 56 people

October 2009

No Work Party was held due to Schedule change

November 2009

• Removed propane heaters from Trading Post and Cabins 5, 6, and 7
• Removed and replaced tarps on pole barn
• Renovated Cabin 2 bathroom
• Repaired antenna building doors

January 2010

• Built fifteen new picnic tables
• Built base and walls for cope course shed

February 2010

• Built four benches for high cope course
• Built shelving for Alderman Building
• Built new PFD rack for the Waterfront
• Installed a new faucet in Cabin 1

March 2010

• Worked on cope course storage shed
• Retiled floor in Trading Post Store Room
• Roofed new PFD rack
• Finished benches for cope course
• Painted pellet gun targets
• Installed shelves in Alderman basement

April 2010
- Installed benches for high cope course
- Installed trust fall low cope course
- Installed kingpin low cope course
- Pre-fabbed new lean-to for Polaris tent site

May 2010

- Erected new lean-to in Polaris tent site
- Tiled living room and kitchen in Alling Cabin
- Built 3 new metal working tables for Handicraft area

June 2010 (Major Work Party)

- Set up Waterfront Area
- Wood splitting in Ledge
- Wood splitting at the Trading Post
- Made signs for high cope course
- Chipped wood at Handicraft area
- Painted cross walks
- Rebuilt Health Lodge stairs
- Installed 6 new benches in Maxim Chapel
- Erected tents, bunks, and mattresses throughout camp
- Weeded Casella Garden
- Set up Commissioner’s Site
- Plant Pachysandras at Waterfront and put down mulch
- Built new steps on Dining Hall porch (volleyball side)
- Apply water seal to Cohen deck and shower houses
- Stained new lean-to in Polaris and high cope course shed
- Installed chimney liner in Friendship chimney
- Kitchen equipment repair
- Cooked for 50 people